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PUBLIC INTEREST TEST ON THE PROPOSED NEW BBC TV CHANNEL FOR SCOTLAND 

Two page RESPONSE on behalf of a group of Fellows of the RSA, and readers should, please, 

note the caveat that this is therefore NOT a formal response on behalf of the Society as a whole. 

Notes:  

(1) Those involved in this response believe that, whilst the new channel is a positive development, the 

proposed budget is insufficient (see Scottish Broadcasting Commission Report).   This begs the question: 

“Will it be lean, mean, effective and competitive or will it be constrained, overexposed at risk if 

underfunded?” 

(2) Those RSA Fellows involved in framing this response have currently or have had active stakeholder 

engagement in broadcasting and cultural/creative industries policy and practice over several years 

ranging from senior academic posts, membership/board membership of VLV, membership of the IBA 

Advisory Committee for Scotland, attendance at BBC and Ofcom events over on average twenty years 

each.  Comments from others have also been solicited and considered. 

Key issues include: 

(i) There is some concern over ‘ghettoisation’ of Scottish content and talent (Scotland must 

continue to be represented within Network Commissioning) 
(ii) Funding insufficient to cover original comedy and drama (reference at P/Quay 

consultation) which are the very genres that are most desired by Scottish audience 

(especially given the primetime slot of the channel 
(iii) Archival function of channel is potentially exciting however despite explicit and inferred 

view(s) that funding will probably be insufficient to cover repeat fees of classic comedy 

and drama content (e.g. Tutti Frutti/Crow Road etc.) 
(iv) In the light of recent salary “declarations” there may well be views within Scotland re the 

need for parity of salaries (affecting attraction of key staff with key expertise of all types). 

The Scottish Government response is relevant, but it is thought significant funding additional 

to that forecast by the BBC will be needed to effect an ethical, imaginative multi-genre new 

channel with staff of the requisite skills, experience and expertise.  SBC considered £70m 

subsidy/subvention.  The new channel 

- should afford improved and true representation of Scottish experience, life 

(including way beyond the central belt) on screen; 

- should improve availability of BBC ALBA on Freeview (but what of other 

minority languages?); 

- should allow an integrated and unbiased [free of government intervention(s)] news 

programme from Scotland integrating Scottish, UK and international news. It is 

self-evident the timing of this may produce complications for discussion; 

- should allow improved representation of the diversity of communities in Scotland 

in the UK, in the belief such reflection of diversity is critical in an increasingly 

multi-cultural society at a time of constitutional change; 

- allow for the vital need for licence fees to be directed towards the Scottish creative 

industries though additional funds will be needed; 

- allow for greater accountability both to Scottish Licence payers (how?) and to the 

Scottish Parliament;      

- continued overleaf 
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- requires improved standards of connectivity across all of mainland and island 

Scotland 

The following questions are raised: 

- How will the Public Interest Test ensure that appropriate capacity will be 

developed within the creative industries and industry infrastructure in Scotland, 

given the range of screen output from shorts to internationally marketable 

documentaries and drama (for example)? 

- How will the Public Interest Test equitably reflect and engage with diverse 

cultural, demographic and geographic groupings? 

- How can what appears mere speculation the channel could/would “bring 

additional work for broadcast production companies etc. etc. ….both on-and off-

screen” be beefed up since it seems inadequate? 

- Is “audience research” sufficient?  Should there not be research vis-à-vis the 

channel’s potential impact on the production sector, as indeed on the creative 

industries more widely? This might support/improve/inform both commissioning 

and the development of the channel, affording also degrees of transparency and 

engagement across the sector. 

- What forms will effective “audience research” take vis-à-vis 

(a) The diaspora, perceived as one of various export markets for productions? 

(b) Vulnerable and disabled people? 

(c) Refugees and economic migrants and those cultural / ethnic groups where 

women are often not adequately involved in civic issues? 

- Sources of unconditional additional funding? What comparisons may be drawn 

vis-a-vis other nation states such as Denmark or Canada? 

- Would funds be contestable, open to all and to “indies” and who would make the 

determinations as to spend if sources of funding become mixed/amalgamated? 

- How will the recommendations of the Screen Sector Leadership Group be taken 

into account. 

- To what extent will the proposed one hour news programme eat into budget for 

other types of programme?    What constraints are likely to emerge? How will it 

be “carved up” to reflect the local, the national, the UK and the international? 

- How will changing patterns of youth engagement with news broadcasting and 

PSB be adequately dealt with?   How will these audiences, fickle, fleet of foot and 

harnessing modern technology on the move at their fingertips, be sustained over 

future decades?   How will this affect options for income? 

- Will the proposed hour of news be all news (as scripts read by newscasters) or 

will there be elements of debate and discussion (c.f. Newsnight)? 

 

NOTE: The RSA Fellows’ Media, Creative Industries, Culture & Heritage Network has run a wide variety of 

events on broadcasting since its Trustee approved inception in 2007. On occasions these have been with 

partners such as VLV, Napier and Glasgow Universities (CCPR), and also the BBC and have been held in 

venues such as Universities and the Scottish Parliament. 
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